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Fundamental Checkmates
A power move, explains experienced chess teacher Charles Hertan, is a winning master tactic that requires thinking ahead. To
become one of the best chess players in your school you need to be able to think just 1,5 moves ahead, and this book teaches the
four basic tricks do so. You will learn how to weed out silly moves and just consider a few important ones. Forget about learning
openings and endgames, power moves will help you win in all stages of the game. Charles Hertan introduces the four main
characters who will help you to learn these basic skills: Zort (a teenaged computer from the planet Zugszwang), the Dinosaurs,
Power Chess Kid and the Chess Professor . The most complete and fun kids book ever on learning how to win games!
INTRODUCTORY PRICE (LIST $14.95)Five Days to Better Chess: Essential Tools teaches content and process. It advocates a
process of chess improvement that begins with the endgame, works through the middlegame, and then develops openings. This
process repeats over and over again as a chess player improves from beginner to tournament player, then grows into a strong
tournament player, and continues to rise from there.The content of this book stresses fundamental checkmates, endgame
techniques, tactics, and strategy that lift beginners to strong tournament players. With this solid foundation, readers are able to
develop and hone an effective opening repertoire. Study of miniatures and great games further strengthen skills in all aspects of
the game.As a player improves, the process of study from the end of the game back to the beginning cycles through more
advanced lessons. The first half of this book--building a foundation in endings and middlegames--targets players up to C Class
(1400-1600). The units on openings and great games in the second half build up from there.195 exercises with solutions
supplement the instruction.
This book helps educators and librarians prepare students to succeed in University Interscholastic League (UIL) Chess Puzzle. *
Serves to prepare students to succeed in University Interscholastic League (UIL) Chess Puzzle competitions
This is a basic primer for those who know how to play chess and are seeking to improve. Each 'thing' is explained in an easy-tofollow lesson, which is followed by exercises that enable the reader to check that he or she has fully understood the concept.
Topics include: the basic checkmates; essential endgame knowledge; tactics and combinations; middlegame themes; typical
checkmating patterns; opening play.
Checkmate wins the game. Learning checkmate patterns helps you win games. It’s that simple. Many checkmates fall into
recognizable patterns. My First Book of Checkmate presents all the basic patterns in clear diagrams, provides simple puzzles to
get you started, and then takes you on a fascinating and rewarding journey through the beautiful and brilliant world of checkmate.
By the time you finish this book you will be well prepared both to see danger before it strikes, and to deliver the crushing blows that
win games. My First Book of Checkmate is a revised, enlarged edition of The Chess Kid’s Book of Checkmate by David
MacEnulty, originally published in 2004 by David McKay.
300 diagrammed positions, subdivided into situations of mate in one, two, or three moves, introduce you to a vast array of
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checkmate situations. For study, as entertainment during leisure moments or travel (you need no board), this book will help end
your games with a brilliant touch.
Offers a guide to important chess techniques and principles to help players develop the skills needed to beat opponents, from the
basics of play to specific tactics and strategies, as well as a look at the world of competitive chess.
This study takes inquiry as the starting point for epistemological theorising. It uses this idea to develop new and systematic
answers to some of the most fundamental questions in epistemology, including about the nature of core epistemic phenomena as
well as their value and the extent to which we possess them.
In Winning Chess Tournaments, chess coach Robert M. Snyder takes his Chess for Everyone book a step further by providing a
guide for students and coaches to prepare for tournament competition. The author reveals secrets of training that resulted in
students winning thirty-six individual first place titles in championship sections at the national championships. Additional study
materials to extend and supplement Chess for Everyone. Training and conditioning before and during tournaments. Understanding
how tournaments work and making the most out of tournament rules. Important role of psychology in competition. How to study
and prepare openings, endgames and tactics (includes extensive materials for actual study). Profiles and games of individual
scholastic champions. Written for advanced beginners and intermediate players.
In this article you will lean the basic tricks for chess checkmates and the principles of chess opening and how to win-Checkmate
With Two Major Pieces (Rook and Queen) -Back-Rank Checkmate -Queen and Knight Checkmate -Queen and Bishop
Checkmate -Two Bishops Checkmate -Bishop and Knight Checkmate -King and Pawn Checkmate -Smothered Mate -Anastasia's
Mate -Morphy's Mate
Have you been fascinated by a chess board and cannot wait to learn how to make a perfect checkmate? Do you also need to
improve your memory and never loose concentration? If the answer to these questions is yes, you have found the right solution for
you. Thanks to this comprehensive guide you will be able to think outside the box as only true champions know how to do to get
first in any goal. Don't worry if you've never moved a piece before, thanks to the illustrations you'll be able to conquer your fears,
but above all your opponents. For centuries Kings and Queens have drawn on chess openings to plan their war tactics, and in the
modern era great business managers often replace meetings with games of chess to plan mindful business strategies. Learning to
play Chess also helps a lot in everyday life, in reasoning with strategy and planning one' s moves always staying one step ahead
of one' s competitors and opponents. Why the center of the chessboard is the primary focus you should concentrate on especially
when you are a beginner? This book will help you to discover it together with many other fundamentals, here some examples: ?
General Rules, Identifying the Pieces and How Move on the Chessboard ? Castling and "En Passant" Rules ? 5 Precious Tips for
Playing Good Chess ? 5 Best Chess Openings You Should Know ? 7 Basic Checkmates ? Top 10 Cognitive Benefits of Playing
Chess By playing chess you will acquire a valuable mindset to shift all the attention on the solution and not on the problem,
exponentially increasing your problem-solving skills, essential to be a winning person in every area of your life. What are you
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waiting for? ? Make the first winning move, grab this guide! ?
Companion student manual for the MATCH Curriculum Level 1A: Basic Checkmates and Strategy. Contains, assignment pages,
homework, puzzles and score sheets.
This chess workbook features a complete set of fundamental tactics, checkmate patterns, exercises, hints, and solutions. Peter
Giannatos selected 738 exercises based on ten years of experience with thousands of pupils at the prize-winning Charlotte Chess
Center. All problems are clean, without unnecessary fluff that detracts from their instructive value.
1000 Checkmates book which contains Mate in 1,2 & 3 puzzles will be helpful to learn the ideas for Checkmate like Attacking the
castled King, Attacking the uncastled King, Checkmate in the endgame which will be very helpful for your games.
Fifteen chess-enhanced lesson plans address National Council for the Social Studies standards for grades 4–8 and help prepare
students to succeed in University Interscholastic League (UIL) Chess Puzzle. * 25 reproducibles, such as letters home to parents
and worksheets * 15 photographs of famous chess players and of students playing chess * 28 chess diagrams and 7 examples of
student work * A chronology of chess from ancient times to the present * A glossary of 90 chess terms from past and present, such
as chatrang and en passant
A fascinating challenge and great training tool, these two- three- and four-move checkmates are great for beginning, intermediate,
and expert players. Mates are in order of difficulty, from simple to very complex positions. Learn the standard patterns for
cornering the king, corridor and support mates, attraction and deflection sacrifices, pins and annihilation, the quiet move, and the
dreaded zugzwang. Mate challenges are presented from both Blacks and Whites perspective so players learn to see both sides of
the board. Examples from old classics to the new millenium illustrate a wide range of ideas. This book is lots of fun and an easy
way for a player to improve skills! 192 pages

With no chess notation, this is a great book for beginning players, especially children. These easy one- and two-move
checkmates are not only fun but also great training tools. Set up for quick learning, the author presents one hundred
basic mating situations in large-sized, easy-to-understand diagrams. You are asked to solve the mate, and then shown
how to solve the problem using plain words. Both challenging and fun, this practical guide is great for all beginning
players
THE POLGAR WAY TO BETTER CHESS! Learn Chess the Right Way is a five-volume chess puzzle book series aimed
at the novice, beginner and intermediate level player, using the unique methods of the award-winning coach and former
world champion Susan Polgar. It introduces the most important checkmate and material-winning tactics, as well as
defensive techniques to the new chess player. Each of the five volumes will consist of 500 puzzles. In Book 1, the focus
is on one-move checkmate exercises. In each of the first five chapters, a specific piece delivers checkmate (in Chapter 1
– the queen, Chapter 2 – the rook, and so on). In Chapters 6-8, checkmates which involve special tactics (such as pins,
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discovered attacks, etc.) are introduced. Chapter 9 has a mixed collection of puzzles, without any hint about which piece
is to deliver checkmate. Chapter 10 builds on the previous 9 chapters, and introduces basic patterns of checkmate in two
moves. With over 40 years of experience as a world-class player and coach, international grandmaster Susan Polgar has
developed the most effective way to help young players and beginners – Learn Chess the Right Way. Let her show you
the way to understanding the most common and critical patterns and let her show you the way to becoming a better
player. SUSAN POLGAR is a winner of four Women’s World Championships and the top-ranked woman chess player in
the United States. She became the #1 woman player in the world at 15 and remained in the top 3 for over 20 years. In
2013, she received the U.S. Coach of the Year Award and the following year, she was named the Chess Trainer of the
Year by the International Chess Federation (FIDE). She thus became the first person in history to be accorded both
honors. Under her guidance, SPICE chess teams at both Texas Tech University and Webster University have won a
combined five consecutive National Division I Collegiate Chess Championships.
The former U.S. Open Champion offers novices an introduction to chess that stresses ideas and method's for opening
play
This energizing eBook will feature tools to play and win the game of life! Orrin will take you on a journey of self-discovery
and achievement, sharing his “KASH Formula of Success” that include: Knowledge, positive Attitude, enhanced Skills
and productive Habits that equal Success! By learning the time tested strategies that champions use every day, you can
also be a winner in the game of life! Walk away with practical tools that can be immediately applied to your personal and
professional life. This dynamic and empowering award winning educator will have you laughing and learning about
winning in all phases of life. So make your move and come see why CNN calls Orrin, "The Pied Piper of Positivity!".
There are, contrary to what most amateurs believe, relatively few chess endgames one must know. Jesus de la Villa, an
international grandmaster and former champion of Spain, presents the endgames that show up most frequently in
practice, are easy to learn and contain ideas and concepts that are useful in more difficult positions. He brings you simple
rules, guiding ideas at the beginning of each chapter, detailed and lively explanations, many diagrams, clear summaries
of the most important themes, recommended exercises that will help you understand the material, and tests, divided in
two parts: basic and final. The main thing De la Villa asks of you is to always understand WHY you play a move.
Working on chess tactics and checkmates will help you win more games. It develops your pattern recognition and your
‘board vision' – your ability to capitalize on opportunities. This Workbook features a complete set of fundamental tactics,
checkmate patterns, exercises, hints, and solutions. Peter Giannatos selected 738 exercises based on ten years of
experience with thousands of pupils at the prize-winning Charlotte Chess Center. All problems are clean, without
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unnecessary fluff that detracts from their instructive value. The Workbook has ample room for writing down the solutions
to the exercises. This is helpful for both students and coaches, who can assign homework from the book without having
to worry about being unable to review the solutions. And writing down the correct chess moves will greatly accelerate
your learning process. Everyone's First Chess Workbook offers you a treasure trove of chess knowledge and more than
enough lessons to keep you busy for a year!
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the first International Conference on Adaptive Hypermedia and
Adaptive Web-Based Systems, AH 2000, held in Trento, Italy, in August 2000. The 22 revised full papers presented
together with 35 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 55 submissions. Among the topics covered are
hypertext, user modeling, machine learning, natural language generation, information retrieval, intelligent tutoring
systems, cognitive science, web-based education, etc.
Chess is a mental game, but you don't have to strain your brain to learn the basics—not with this guide that shows you
how to play. Teach Yourself VISUALLY Chess covers how to set up the board, how each piece moves, opening
strategies and variations, attacking themes and common sacrifices, and more. Photos of the board let you see strategies
in action. For hands-on practice, you can even set up your board and make your moves as you learn. With this book and
practice, you'll be saying "Checkmate" in no time. Concise two-page lessons show you all the steps to a skill and are
ideal for quick review Each move or tactic is clearly explained Explanations accompany each photo Color photos and
diagrams show key positions, strategies, and moves Helpful tips provide additional guidance
Have you been fascinated by a chessboard and cannot wait to learn how to make a perfect checkmate? Do you also need to improve your
memory and never loose concentration? If the answer to these questions is yes, you have found the right solution for you. Thanks to this
comprehensive guide you will be able to think outside the box as only true champions know how to do to get first in any goal. Don't worry if
you've never moved a piece before, thanks to the illustrations you'll be able to conquer your fears, but above all your opponents. For
centuries Kings and Queens have drawn on chess openings to plan their war tactics, and in the modern era great business managers often
replace meetings with games of chess to plan mindful business strategies. Learning to play Chess also helps a lot in everyday life, in
reasoning with strategy and planning one' s moves always staying one step ahead of one' s competitors and opponents. Why the center of
the chessboard is the primary focus you should concentrate on especially when you are a beginner? This book will help you to discover it
together with many other fundamentals, here some examples: ? General Rules, Identifying the Pieces and How Move on the Chessboard ?
Castling and "En Passant" Rules ? 5 Precious Tips for Playing Good Chess ? 5 Best Chess Openings You Should Know ? 7 Basic
Checkmates ? Top 10 Cognitive Benefits of Playing Chess By playing chess you will acquire a valuable mindset: to shift all the attention on
the solution and not on the problem, exponentially increasing your problem-solving skills, essential to be a winning person in every area of
your life. What are you waiting for? ? Make the first winning move, grab this guide! ?
If only real life were like a book on chess tactics! But during a game you are on your own, and nobody will whisper in your ear that you have
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reached a position that is, in fact, a tactical puzzle and all you have to do is solve it. What you need, discovered Emmanuel Neiman in his
long career as a chess trainer, is a way to read the signals which indicate that, somewhere in the position you are looking at, there is a
tactical blow. What you need is a Chess Tactics Antenna! This trailblazing book by award-winning author Neiman provides a set of tools that
enables the average club player to determine the moment he needs to look for win.
In The Complete Chessplayer you will find everything you need to play-and enjoy-a good game of chess.
Imagine being confined to a fortress for sixteen long years, bound not by shackles of steel but by Machiavellian assurances from the most
cunning rulers of a troubled kingdom. And at long last, when the cloak of doublespeak begins to fray, threats of swift punishment replace
hollow promises. Power and Greed Destroyed the Detroit Public School System tells the tale of the collapse of the Detroit Public School
system at the hands of the most powerful people in Michigan government. The method of d
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thorough primer to chess. Packed with diagrams and valuable instruction, this is the ideal book for beginners, who want a clear and concise
introduction that will keep them interested and entertained.
This extraordinary book presents the powerful results of thirty years of observing and evaluating real-world success patterns of billionaires &
visionaries. It unravels the intriguing mystery of how grandmasters in business achieve success, and presents a novel and compelling way to
perceive the world of business. After reading it you may never view or approach business quite the same way again. THE CHECKMATE
FORMULA answers two questions: what are the essential factors in business that dictate success or failure, and how do serial winners win
consistently? Revealing a pragmatic roadmap used by the greatest business minds, it shows how to perceive reality differently through
techniques like The Great Awareness, think differently through approaches like The Great Enabler, and act differently using the greatest force
multiplier of all -- The Decryption Key. It simplifies & deconstructs business into understandable truths, and reassembles them into practical
guidelines for creative thinking and result-generation. You’ll learn how to address major issues like capital raises, strategy and the customer
acceptance riddle, and what it really means to understand the big picture -- with a generous dose of examples and insights from the business
elite (including colorful analogies to chess and art). It’s an engaging read that will benefit entrepreneurs & executives wanting to “up” their
game, and founders wanting to beat the odds.
Limited-time special: The paperback version is on sale for only $14.99 (normally $19.99).Improve your game by studying 1001 all-new
checkmate exercises!This book presents 1001 checkmate exercises from recent tournament games, and they are aimed at club players or
other players who want to improve their skills in this essential area of chess. The large collection of exercises is complemented by a format
that is also designed to improve the reader's visualisation skills.The book contains mate in 1, 2, 3 and 4 exercises. The mate in 1, 2 and 3
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exercises are split into two chapters for each mate.In the first chapter for the particular mate, the position is given just before the mate is
possible, and the reader is required to find the mate. In the second chapter, the position is given before the losing move is made. The task is
to visualise this move, and then to find the mate.The format of the book means that the level of visualisation required to solve the exercises
increases by onehalf-move (or ply in computer chess terms) with each chapter. Hence, the exercises gradually extend the reader's
visualisation skills, as well as improving checkmating skills.The goal of each exercise is to find the quickest mate. In some positions, there
may be several moves that lead to checkmate, but the quickest mate is required. There is only one first move for each exercise that achieves
this goal.Detailed solutions are provided for all the exercises, and they have been computer-checked by several strong chess engines for
accuracy.The book will be a valuable resource for club and improving players, and it will give the reader many hours of instruction and
entertainment.
Here's the Perfect Solution If You're Looking for a Simple and Effective Chess Guide for Beginners That Will Make You a Chess Master in
Less Than Two Weeks Would you like to: Fully understand the rules of chess? Learn the best opening tactics for winning? Find out how to
checkmate even as a beginner? Then this is the book for you! Chess is one of the most popular games in the world. Whether you want to
play at home with friends and family or join online tournaments, you need to get started with the basic rules first. Chess rules are not
complicated to learn, and in fact, this book will make it simple and easy. But the beauty of chess is in the indefinite number of combinations
you can make to win! From opening traps to checkmates no one can see coming, chess is great fun. Whether you're playing black or white,
this book will teach you how to minimize your mistakes and win against any opponent. Here's what you'll learn in this chess guide for
beginners: History of chess and why it's such a popular game even today How to set up the board + the basic and SPECIAL rules of chess
Opening strategies that are guaranteed to throw off your opponent Basic tactics you can use to win whether you're playing black or white
Chess strategies for beginners for the middle and end game A step-by-step guide to best checkmates for beginners AND SO MUCH MORE!
Even if you've never played chess before, you will find this book easy to understand and follow. Chess can seem intimidating at first and like
it requires a lot of strategies, but once you understand a few simple rules and tactics, you will start playing like a master! Scroll Up, Click on
"Buy Now with 1-Click", and Start Learning Chess Today!

Would you like to become a master at chess and use all the best strategies available to win every game? Do you want
your opponent to taste defeat? Then keep reading... This Step-By-Step Guide will teach you everything you need to know
to be able to play chess easily, starting from the most basics information about openings skills, until the top-class
strategies and techniques used by professional players. Thanks to this guide, you will also learn: - Everything about the
main basic openings principles - How to defend an opening used by the opponent - Be taken from basic to a higher level
of the game - Powerful tactics and strategies that bring wins every time - The most essential tips and advice to develop
optimal checkmates and smash your opponent! - Realize how playing chess is an incredibly beneficial past time
improving your intelligence and to practice brain exercises. ...And Much More! A lot of people tend to think that learning
and mastering this awesome sport is really time-consuming and difficult... ...But it's not if you are using the right guide.
You will be able to keep your brain active and trained, you will boost your creativity, focus, and memory while playing an
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awesome game, so... ...What are you waiting for? Scroll to the top of the page and click the "BUY NOW" button, because
playing chess has never been easier!
If you've always been curious to learn chess and be good at it to a point where you are checkmate your opponents
consistently, but have never been able to get where you want to be, like the pros, keep reading... You Are About To
Discover How To Play Chess And Perfect The Skill To Ensure You Have Perfect Openings, Middle Games And End
Games By Leveraging The Power Of Proven Tactics That Pros Use All The Time To Have An Edge! Have you always
wanted to know how to play chess and be so good at it to the point where you can play against experienced players and
win? And would you like to learn the ins and outs of playing chess so you can stop standing or sitting on the sidelines
spectating or losing way too early against even inexperienced players? If you've answered YES, this book is what you
need... You see, learning to play chess and checkmate players of skills level doesn't have to be difficult. In fact, it is
easier than you may have thought all those years! Studies have shown chess has so many benefits among them
improved concentration, higher levels of intelligence, better planning skills, improved memory, prevention of memory loss
(dementia) and much more. Other studies have shown that it is only through consistent study and practice of specific
opening and endgame moves that you can improve your game and ultimately be able to checkmate opponents more
consistently. This shows that investing your time and commitment to learn chess and be great at it will go a long way
towards making you better in different aspects of your life. What's more - playing chess is a fun activity for people of all
ages from all cultures! I know you are wondering... So where do you start? How do you master the basics of chess so
you can move to the more advanced stuff? What 'advanced' stuff can you learn so as to perfect your game? Why are
certain moves so important in determining whether you win or lose in a game of chess? If you have these and other
related questions, this 2 in 1 book is for you so keep reading... More precisely, you will learn: The basics of chess,
including its history, why playing chess is good for you and how it is related to religion The basic rules and meanings of
different pieces and what they do The different phases in chess and how to keep your game play great in each phase
Why chess openings are so important and how to perfect them, whether you are playing black or white How to develop
your chess pieces fast and leverage the power of aggressive play to your advantage How to set up traps, check and
attack your opponent How to create an impenetrable defense How to perfect your end game by leveraging the power of
effective strategies Powerful tips and tricks that pros don't want to share with everyone How to use techniques that pros
use to have an edge, even if you are a beginner ...and much, much more! Take a short moment and imagine being able
to play chess confidently and winning against friends who you've always admired as they checkmate everyone... Imagine
the adrenaline rush you will get from every game you play against experienced players and the ego boost you will get
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from checkmating them... If all that sounds exciting enough, don't wait any longer... Scroll up and click Buy Now With
1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
In Chess for Everyone, national chess master and coach Robert M. Snyder introduces chess to the beginner in twenty
graduated lessons. Mr. Snyder teaches the basic principles and then builds the student's knowledge in a clear and
consistent manner. The reader is given a solid foundation in: Basic rules(piece movements, checkmate, castling, en
passant, drawn game and more). Opening principles, traps and a basic opening system. Middlegame strategy
(checkmate patterns and tactics). Basic endgame strategy including basic checkmates and King and Pawn endings.
Upon completing Chess for Everyone students can continue to expand their knowledge in all areas of the game by
reading the other volumes in the Chess for Everyone series.
"CHESS, Step by Step: From Beginner to Champion" (soft cover) is a guide to the game of chess. The series "Chess,
Step by Step: From Beginner to Champion" consists of several volumes and is designed to progressively challenge
students and guide them "step by step" along the path of consistent chess improvement. Each volume is broken down
into chapters suitable for classroom instruction. This volume, Book 1, explains the moves and rules of the game as well
as basic checkmate strategies. Lessons are illustrated by thoroughly explained examples and more than 600 exercises
and puzzles.
Chess might seem a complex and mysterious game, but the ultimate goal is simple: checkmate. Checkmate can occur in
all stages of the game, from snap mates in the opening, through middlegame attacks to simplified endgames. Learning
how to use our pieces together to corner the enemy king is a fundamental skill that all chess-players must constantly
practise, sharpen and develop. This book lays out, in systematic and thorough fashion, a wide range of mating patterns
and techniques, in particular showing how each piece-pair can combine to deliver mate. A working knowledge of these
ideas enables players to move on to mating combinations, where pieces lay down their lives so that the remaining forces
can deliver mate. Gude explains an amazing variety of tactical devices, and illustrates them in unforgettable style with
some of the most brilliant mating attacks from practice, new and old. There are chapters on how to attack kings in the
centre, as well as standard (and other!) attacks against the castled position. This is a true textbook of checkmate; readers
will never be short of mating ideas, and will instinctively know when there is a possibility to launch an attack, or when they
must parry the opponent’s threats. Fundamental Checkmates also features more than 300 exercises with full solutions.
Antonio Gude is an extremely experienced chess writer and teacher from Spain. Several of his books on tactics and for
beginners are long-standing best-sellers in Spanish language. Gude has also translated a great many books, including
some of the classics of chess literature.
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If you've recently started playing chess but cannot seem to checkmate your opponents as often as you want, keep
reading... You Are About To Discover How To Have More Checkmates By Leveraging The Power Of Great Chess
Openings That Set You Up For Fast Wins All The Time! Are you always getting checkmated in your game of chess in just
a few moves and have tried everything you can to study the game and use new moves all the time but nothing really
seems to work because your opponents seem to have few but lethal moves that end the game too early? And are you
looking to learn how to perfect your chess game so you stop struggling to checkmate your opponents when it is too late
but instead checkmate them with just a few pieces moved? If you've answered YES, keep reading... You see, perfecting
your game of chess doesn't have to be difficult. In fact, it is easier than you think it is, especially given that chess is one
of the most studied board games in the world. Studies have consistently shown that the best way to sharpen your
endgame in chess is to study and practice. Other studies have shown that limiting your study to only important stuff, with
special focus on opening moves, increases your chances of winning significantly. Which is to say that you can actually
perfect your chess game by following the lessons in this book with its 5 secret moves that will help you to always win with
aggressive strategies and traps that only professionals use! If you are wondering... Can a beginner really start applying
strategies that professionals use and be good at it? How important is chess openings really in increasing your odds of
winning? What do you need to understand to use chess openings powerfully so as to win every single time? How do you
play an aggressive chess game? If you have these and other related questions, this book is for you so keep reading.... In
it, you will discover: The basics of chess openings and why they actually matter The phases of the chess game that you
need to be aware of and the strategies that work in each of the phases How to make a strong chess opening using
strategies used by professionals Different concepts relating to chess openings that you need to understand Theories
about strong chess openings and how to use them like the pros How to develop your pieces fast and play aggressively to
increase your odds of winning How to master your middle game just like the pros How to study and improve your chess
game and leverage the power of different endgame techniques And much more! Take a moment and imagine yourself
being able to start every chess game with a higher degree of confidence that you will win and actually winning! Imagine
how everyone would be wondering how you do it every single time... And the respect you would get from everyone you
play with... It is a lot and exciting, right? If it feels exciting and worth your time, Scroll up and click Buy Now With 1-Click
or Buy Now to get started!
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